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Golden  Light  
  

 
                              Main Color 

 Tipping takes 1/3 to 1/8 of a hair 
 Main color is more saturated on the face and back areas, with obvious “Urajiro” marking - 

whisker pads and nose to a nose bridge , chin , chest , sides , abdomen, inner legs, 
phalanges and lower side of a tail have cream/sand to almost white color (ivory) 

 The color is lighter above the nose lobe , there are white “spectacles” around the eyes , there 
are light markings on the forehead and face areas ( “Urajiro” effect) 

 Undercoat has almost white ( ivory ) , straw/sand or peach/apricot coloring . The base of the hair 
can be depigmented . 

 The tip of the tail and paw pads have the same color as tipping 
 

 Eyeliners   Eye color all shades of green, blue-green. Blue-green is preferable. Eye color in tipping color. 

Nose mirrors   The contour is absent or extremely brightened . The nose mirror has a pink undertone 

Paws There is whiteness of hair on each phalange around the claws - so called “mittens”. Paw pads have the 
color of tipping . The heels of back paws are extremely brightened. 

                  Remarks / Flaws 

 
 the contrast between the colors of upper and lower body parts is preferable 

 the cats with “Urajiro” markings of almost white (ivory) color are preferable. The white markings 
on the head are permitted 

 any trace moire pattern on the back, sides and tail is not permitted 

 markers on the outside of legs and abdomen are flaws 

 undersaturated not very bright color of the coat is a flaw 
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Golden Light / Color variations Black/ Blue / Choco /Lilac 

 

EMS CODE Main Color  Nose Color Undercoat Color  

Color of Eye Contour  Paw Pads Color   

ny 13  Black Golden Akita   

 Black or Bronze-Copper Tipping Pale red, Pink From Apricot/Peach to Yellow-Orange, 
Copper, Bronze, Orange-Brown  Black or Bronze-Copper Tipping Black or Pink with Black spots in apical 

area 

    

ay 13  Blue Golden Akita 

 Grey-Blue Tipping  Faded Rose (Pale Pink) From Straw coloured (condensed/evaporated 
milk color) to Peach   Grey-Blue Grey-Blue 

 

by 13 Choco Golden Akita 

 Chololate Tipping  Pale Red, Pink  

 Chocolate, Brown, Bronze From Cinnamon to Milk Chocolate From Peach/Apricot to Orange-Brown, 
Copper, Bronze 

 

cy 13  Lilac Golden Akita 

 Pink Grey Tipping  Pink Grey From Ivory to Pink Grey  

 Pink Grey Pink Grey 

 

 

Thank you for helping translate the breeder of British precious colors from the USA - Marina Ulyanova ( Cattery British Glory) 
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Golden Light : Golden Light (black): the general tone of the coat color of all shades and tones of yellow-orange: from light golden / fawn to yellow-
orange, fiery red, orange-brown. The main tone on the face and back is more intense, with a pronounced “undergrowth” - vibrissae pads, cheekbones 
and sides of the muzzle, chin, chest, sides, abdomen, inner sides of the legs, fingers and the lower side of the tail are very bright, from sand / straw to 
almost white (ivory). 
The hair is tipped, the tipping takes from 1/8 to 1/3 of the hair, in some cats the tipping has little black pigment, is painted in golden or bronze / copper 
color. Sometimes there is hair at the same time with different color of tipping, when one hair with white tipping, another with golden, and the third with 
bronze / copper. 
The most intense tone along the spine, gradually decreases to the sides. 
 

The main difference in color is the presence of “Urajiro” - pronounced dorso-ventral lightening (“undergrowth”), when vibrissae pads, cheekbones and 

side parts of the muzzle, chin, chest, sides, abdomen, inner legs, fingers and lower side of the tail are highlighted. The color of the clarified areas is 
from sand / straw to almost white (ivory). The button strip on the stomach can be expressed or blurred. The glasses around the eyes and the triangular 
area above the nose can be very bright, individuals can have light blurry marks on the eyebrows in the shape of a flame and blurry whitish spots on the 
crown. Subcoat from sand / straw, apricot / peach to almost white (ivory). The base of the hair can be depigmented. 
The tip of the tail and paw pads are colored in the color of the tipping. Eye color in tipping color. Eye color all shades of green, blue-green. Blue-green 
is preferable. Eye color in tipping color. The outline of the nasal speculum is absent or highly highlighted. The paw pads are in the color of the tipping, 
sometimes pink in the center of the pads, but have pigment spots in the color of the tipping in the apical parts. Ropes of the hind legs are highly 
highlighted. On the plantar side, whitish hair around the pads of the paws and fingers. 
Significant whiteness of the hair on each of the fingers near the claws is the effect of light “gloves”. 
The color appears already in newborn kittens and practically does not change. 
With age, the color tone becomes more saturated. 
 
Assumptions: Fuzzy color contrast between the color of the upper part and lower body, the presence of a torn necklace on the chest and half rings on 
the inside of the legs (color carriers). Not pronounced, not contrasting "Urazhiro", not extensive enough. 
 
Disadvantages: They are considered a disadvantage, but golden spots with dark tipping on skipping ropes near the paw pads are allowed. Any 
residual soiling pattern on the back, sides and markers on the tail and outside of the legs is not allowed. 
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